Human Papilloma Virus Vaccine Access and Use-The First Three Years After Introduction
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ABSTRACT

Objective: The aim of this study is to measure the proportion of children aged 9-26 years who have received at least one HPV and the required three vaccination in Trinidad and parental awareness and attitude towards the HPV vaccine.

Design and methods: We used a cross-sectional prospective study design. The population consisted of all parents 18 years and over with at least one live birth attending a paediatric out-patient clinic at three teaching hospitals associated with the University of the West Indies. A de novo questionnaire was designed and administered to all participants.

Results: We report three key findings: 1) parents with children eligible for the HPV vaccine overall knowledge of HPV as well as the vaccine was low, 2) very few parents understood the types and nature of the vaccine and 3) there was a low uptake particularly in the school-based program.

Conclusion: We provide evidence on parental barriers to the HPV vaccination program introduced in 2013 as well as the current uptake of the vaccine.
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INTRODUCTION

Cervical cancer is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer and the fourth leading cause of cancer death in women worldwide [1]. Latin America and the Caribbean have one of the highest incidence and mortality rates from cervical cancer in the world [2], age-adjusted incidence rates range from 20 to 80 per 100 000 women per year. Trinidad reported one of the highest rates of mortality from cervical cancer with an age-standardized mortality rate for cervical cancer of 10 per 100 000 population for the period 2000-2008 [3]. The most important risk factor for development of cervical cancer is persistent infection by a high-risk subset of human papilloma virus (HPV) [4]. HPV is associated with approximately 99.7% of cervical cancers, 60% of oropharyngeal cancers, 91% of anal cancers, 69% of vulvar cancers, and 63% of penile cancers [5-7]. The human papilloma virus vaccine (HPVv) is the first and only vaccination that helps protect women and men from getting these different types of cancer that are associated with different HPV strains. The vaccine was licensed in 2006, as a primary prevention strategy with the hope of reducing morbidity and mortality primarily from cervical cancer. Three prophylactic HPV vaccines are available as bivalent, quadrivalent, and nanovalent (9-valent) vaccines. The bivalent vaccine protects against HPV -16 and -18, the most common oncogenic HPV types, which are responsible for approximately 70% of HPV-associated cervical cancers and a large proportion of other HPV related cancers [8]. The quadrivalent vaccine in addition to protecting against HPV -16 and -18 also protects against HPV -6 and -11, two non-oncogenic HPV types that cause genital warts and respiratory papillomatosis [9]. The 9-valent vaccine protects against HPV -6, -11, -16, and -18 and against 5 other oncogenic types: HPV -31, -33, -45, -52, and -58 [10].

Routine HPV vaccination is recommended for both females and males aged 11-12 years. HPV vaccination can be started by the age of 9 years or can be given between the ages of 13-26 years for females and 13-21 years for males who did not receive the HPV vaccine previously. For males who have sex with males or those
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who are immunocompromised, it can be given through age 26 years. Any of the vaccines may be given to females while only the quadrivalent or 9-valent vaccines are recommended for males [11].

In Trinidad, routine HPV vaccination of girls began in 2013 using “Gardasil” (HPV 6,11,16,18, 20/40/40/40 mcg, with amorphous aluminium hydroxyl phosphate sulphate adjuvant), for routine vaccination in girls of 9 to 26 years. Because of the slow natural history of HPV oncogenesis, the effect of vaccination on invasive cancers will not be evident for decades. Pre-invasive cervical intraepithelial neoplasia 2 and 3 and adenocarcinoma in situ (together referred to as CIN2+), which are detected through routine screening, take less time to develop and are used as a surrogate for cervical cancer in vaccine trials. Real-world reductions in CIN2+ have been shown in countries with high vaccination coverage and catch-up programs for older persons and where it is possible to link data across population-based disease, screening, and vaccination registries [12].

The CDC and NIH report continuously low uptake of the HPV vaccine with vaccination of males being significantly lower than females. Current estimates indicate that four out of ten adolescent girls and six out of ten adolescent boys have not started the HPV vaccine series. Despite a slight overall increase (3%) in both 2013 and 2014, uptake of the HPV vaccine has fallen in the past few years from its initial uptake after it was approved [13-16]. Additionally, studies done worldwide regarding knowledge and attitudes to the HPV vaccine generally show trends of low knowledge about HPV, the HPV vaccine and associated cancers. There are also many concerns about the vaccine, with the most significant barriers consisting of vaccine efficacy, safety and side effects [17-20].

Although widespread vaccination could greatly reduce the incidence of cervical cancer and other conditions associated with HPV this will only be achieved with significant increases of HPV vaccination both nationally and globally. The extent of this need is reflected in the collaborative effort of various nations in support of GAVI to facilitate introduction of the HPV vaccine in low income countries. Several studies have reported declines in cervical and vulvovaginal infection with incidence of HPV related disease declining following HPV vaccination, and HPV prevalence decreasing by 56% from the pre vaccine era. A substantially lowered risk of developing genital warts was also observed with reduction in persistent external genital and anal HPV infection and lesions including condyloma and squamous intraepithelial lesions [21]. The main efficacy study of the bivalent vaccine reported 93% prevention of cervical pre-cancers due to HPV, while the quadrivalent trial showed nearly 100% vaccine efficacy in preventing cervical and vulvovaginal pre-cancers and genital warts in women, and 90% in preventing genital warts and 75% in preventing anal precancers in men [22].

In Trinidad, a decline in population-level CIN2+ attributable to vaccination is difficult to measure because of lack of national screening registries and because CIN2+ diagnosis is affected by changes in screening recommendations. It is important therefore, in the first instance, to determine the current rate of HPV vaccine uptake, as well as, the perception of mothers to the vaccine. Currently females are the focus of HPV vaccination in Trinidad, however it is necessary to consider the importance of male vaccination as well. This would not only assist in prevention of HPV-related diseases such as genital warts, anal cancer, and penile cancer in males, but may also have the benefit of decreased transmission of HPV infection to females. Monitoring of human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination coverage is fundamental to assess the performance of vaccination programs and the potential impact of HPV vaccines on HPV-related diseases.

Thus we aimed to quantify the cumulative coverage of the publicly funded HPV immunization program in Trinidad, which started in 2013, as well as determining current parental awareness and attitude towards the HPV vaccine.

Methods

This study consisted of two parts, 1) a survey of parental attitudes and 2) an evaluation of the actual number of children who received the vaccine between 2013-2015, in a defined geographical area. In the first part of the study all parents 18 years and over with at least one live birth attending a paediatric outpatient clinic at three teaching hospitals associated with the University of the West Indies (UWI), i.e. Eric Williams Medical Sciences Complex (EWMSC), the San Fernando General Hospital (SFGH), and the Sangre Grande General Hospital (SGGH) represented the population for the study. Proportional stratification was used to select participants from each site, calculated as 37% from the EWMSC and the SFGH as these are two large hospitals serving large populations and 26% from the SGGH serving a smaller population. Consecutive sampling was used at each site to select participants. An estimated sample size of 240 was calculated. Participants were then selected first by randomly selecting paediatric outpatient clinic sessions at each of the three centers. Participants while waiting to visit the paediatrician at these sessions were invited to participate in the study. All eligible participants who agreed to participate were informed of the nature and purpose of the study and after verbal consent was obtained was administered a structured questionnaire. The 10-item survey assessed knowledge and attitudes to the HPV vaccine and knowledge about the HPV. Questions regarding attitudes about vaccines, and HPV, were based on psychological constructs from two validated models of health protective behavior: the Health Belief Model (HBM) and the Theory of Reasoned Action. The HBM offers, a useful framework for understanding vaccine acceptance, according to which the uptake of a health intervention is associated with perceived susceptibility to and severity of the relevant disease and the intervention's safety and efficacy. Empirical studies have validated this model as a predictor of vaccine refusal. Participants <18 years of age or with diminished mental capacity were excluded from the study. In the second part of the study we selected a dense population area consisting of 20 primary schools with an estimated population of 4000 children >9 years. We measured the proportion of children who received HPV vaccination. We also measured the number of adults who received at least one dose of the vaccine. The data were stored and analyzed using the SPSS vs. 21. Data analysis consisted of descriptive statistics including frequencies and
mean scores. The significance level was set at $p < 0.05$. Ethical approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the UWI.

**Results**

Using proportional stratification 99 participants were selected from the EWMSC, 91 from the SFGH and 54 from the SGGH. A total of 244 participants entered the study 134 (54.9%) mothers and 110 (45.1%) fathers. The mean age of participants was 26 years (SD ± 14.58), with 20.0% of the participants adolescents aged<20 years. Other characteristics of the sample included 36% (88) of participants had a child between the age 9-26 years and therefore eligible for vaccination and 20 (8.2%) had a university level education. There was a significant difference between parents who had knowledge of the vaccine compared to those who did not ($p=0.001$). A significantly higher proportion of parents 175 (72%), $p<0.05$ (Table 1). A significantly higher proportion of parents 175 (72%), $p<0.05$ (Table 1). Thus these findings continue to underscore the urgent need for more education to inform the public about HPV, HPVc, and cervical cancer, particularly to key demographics, (adolescents, parents and healthcare professionals), in order to leverage the high levels of willingness and acceptability of HPV vaccine, towards successful implementation of HPV vaccination programs. This is against a background in which studies from Australia one of the first countries to implement a HPVc program in 2007, have shown a large decline in genital warts, from 11.3% in 2007 to 3.1% in 2011 [25]. A previous study has shown that providing parents with an HPV information sheet did appear to improve knowledge about HPV; however, this increased knowledge had little effect on the acceptability of the vaccine by parents [26]. Instead, attitudes and life experiences seemed to be more important factors influencing HPV vaccine acceptability among parents [27].

In order to measure behaviours, we enquired from parents (mothers) those who actually received the vaccine and found only 13/134 (9.7%) did. Further we also enquired from all parents if they had a child eligible to receive the vaccine if they had already taken at least one dose, and found only 8 (3.3%) were vaccinated, 2 males and 6 females. Notwithstanding as much as 152 (62.3%) parents expressed willingness to give their children the vaccine as well as acknowledging that it may be beneficial.

The HPV vaccine is being delivered at designated clinics and as a school-based program. We evaluated one such urban clinic serving a large population in North-Central Trinidad. The school health program began in 2013 of which only 11 children aged 9-12 were vaccinated. In 2014, 175 (4.4%) children had one dose and 37 (1%) completed 3 doses, however in 2015, only 10 (.25%) children were vaccinated all received 3 doses. At the designated clinic in 2014, 175 adults were vaccinated of which only 4 completed 3 doses. However in 2015, 275 adults were vaccinated of which 25 completed 3 doses.

**Discussion**

There are three key findings of this study. The first important finding was among parents with children eligible for the HPVc overall knowledge of HPV as well as the vaccine was low. Yet more parents indicated willingness to vaccinate their children. In other words there were high levels of willingness and acceptability of the HPVc but low levels of knowledge and awareness of HPV or HPVc. In a systematic review of 29 similar studies Perlman and colleagues reported similar findings, as well as Halliday and colleagues in the Bahamas [23,24].
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The third key finding was the low uptake particularly in the school-based program. The proportion of vaccinated girls in the school-based program is below expectations, particularly as this approach has proven to be efficient [31].

Our study contains some limitations. Participants were recruited from hospital-based clinics serving an ethnically diverse, predominantly low-income, population. The daughter’s vaccination status was based on the participant’s report only. We are however confident that we collected reliable estimates given that 1) many participants indicated that their daughter did not receive the vaccine, so overestimation of uptake is unlikely, and 2) girls could only receive the HPV vaccine with consent of an adult caregiver, so it is very likely that the mother accompanied them and thus knows the number of doses received. Strength of the study is data were obtained from the program itself and hence is a more reliable estimate of the true uptake.

In conclusion we provide evidence on parental barriers to the HPV vaccination program introduced in 2013 as well as the current situation. Vaccine-preventable diseases face many challenges, however vaccine refusal, is a critical but neglected component. Refusal of the polio vaccine in both Nigeria and Pakistan for example, has caused major setbacks to the global polio eradication. Many factors contribute to the development of clusters of people who refuse vaccines, including low priority, changing epidemiology and competing health issues. Resistance to vaccination can be overcome with carefully planned and executed social mobilization initiatives but requires substantial human and financial resources.
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